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The Problem

 Overwhelming business tools and data sources

Lack of ability to attain a holistic view and provide 
decision-makers with precise and consolidated real-
time answers to business questions.


 Sharing sensitive data with public AI engines

Regulatory and other restrictions prevent uploading sensitive 
data into public AI services (e.g., ChatGPT, Google Bard).

Data Knowledge Insights Actions Success

BusinessGPT solution

Interact with all company data

AI Assistant- performing activities

Secure on-prem/private cloud solution

Allows users to ask questions and generate new 
content based on various data sources.

Get the up-to-date status of customers and projects.



Escalate Urgent Business Issues

Interact with humans when 

answers are not found in data.



Update Tasks and CRM data


No need to expose company 
data to public AI services, 
thanks to secure on-prem/
private cloud deployment of the 
complete AI solution.
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Snyc and Control Data Permissions

Answers provided to users are 
strictly based on their existing 
synchronized access permissions 
in the source systems (CRM, 
Document Management, etc.)


Overview
AGAT Innovation stands at the forefront of the Productivity revolution, 
introducing BusinessGPT, a cutting-edge AI solution providing chatGPT-like 
comprehensive insights from company-wide data without compromising on 
privacy and security.



AGAT Innovation is a spin-off from the well-established AGAT Software. AGAT 
Software has a decade-long track record of providing real-time compliance 
and security solutions for industry-leading collaboration platforms such as 
Teams and Webex, serving hundreds of customers, including 25 Fortune 500.


AGAT Innovation leverages its parent company's 
technological expertise, presence in the hub of company 
data flow, executive skills, and established customer base.




Leadership and Teams

Yoav Crombie – CEO and co-founder,  

B.Sc. & MBA.


Guy Eldan - Managing Director and co-founder, 
B.Sc. & MBA.


Working together for 25 years, starting in a 
computer unit in the Israeli Army.

Developed a technology acquired by Symantec.



Majority of workforce in Israel.

Five software engineers with first degree 

in computers.

Contact Details
yoavc@agatsoftware.ai Yoav Crombie, CEO https://agatsoftware.ai Linkedin +972-55209860

Key Benefits 

Empower Data-driven decisions�

Unveil a holistic view by analyzing data from various 
sources for a complete perspective of your customers, 
projects, employees and risks.

Instant Information Retrieval�

Access instant answers to your business questions, 
reducing the time spent searching for information.

Reduced Response Time�

Chatbots offer rapid responses, minimizing customer 
wait times and enhancing overall satisfaction.

Enhanced Customer Experience�

AI chatbots offer a user-friendly interface, making 
it convenient for customers to interact and seek 
assistance without navigating complex systems.

24/7 Availability

AI chatbots can provide instant assistance round-
the-clock, ensuring customers get help whenever 
they need it, even outside of business hours.

Save search time

Save hours of weekly time wasted on searching 
and collecting data from others.  Save time by 
taking advantage of BusinessGPT's capabilities of 
summarising information, writing responses and 
content, and performing tasks.


Market size

Almost every mid and large organization, and 
a special niche for highly regulated orgs.
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Competition

Many companies offer built-in AI capabilities, including MS Copilot and Google Duet. However, few players 
offer a holistic cross-platform analysis of multi-data sources and almost none offer this as an on-prem 
solution. Among the players can be found askme.ai, Glean, Jigso, ingestAI.On top of that, the market of AI 
Assistants (Autonomous Agents) is just evolving, and companies that will be the first to integrate such 
capabilities into their offering are expected to have a competitive advantage.
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